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Abstract

This paper considers finite lattice paths formed from the set of step vectors {→,
↗,↘, ↑, and ↓} with the restriction that vertical steps (↑, ↓) can not be consecutive.
We provide a recurrence relation for enumerating paths that terminate a horizontal
distance n and vertical distance m from the starting point and apply the relation
to paths which are restricted to the first quadrant and paths which are not. We
provide an explicit algorithmic bijection between these paths and a bisection of the
Motzkin triangle paths. Finally, we extend Dyck paths in a similar manner and
show that using the same mapping there is a bijection to a subset of Motzkin paths.

1 Introduction

Lattice path enumeration has been of interest for over a century. There is evidence that it
was applied to problems in probability theory as early as the 1870’s [6]. Motzkin numbers,
introduced by Motzkin in 1948, were originally used in the counting of configurations of
non-crossing chords between a fixed finite set of points on a circle [9], but were later
found to occur in a number of combinatorial problems [4, 12, 3]. The Motzkin triangle
as a means for enumerating so called Motzkin paths was described in 1977 by Donaghey
and Shapiro [4].

Several variations on the Motzkin paths have been reported in literature. These in-
clude applying a weight to each step [5], using step vectors of variable length (e.g.
{〈x, 1〉, 〈x,−1〉, 〈y, 0〉}, or {〈1, b〉, b ∈ Z} ) [2, 8, 13, 10], applying boundary restrictions
such as “elevated” paths that only touch the boundary at start and end points [13], and
paths with more than three step vectors [10].

A common element in all of these explorations is that the lattice path is strongly monotonic
with respect to some axis of “direction”. In the process of creating a mathematical model
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for a fiber art form known as bobbin lace [7], we encountered lattice paths very similar
to the Motzkin paths but with the addition of vertical steps. An example of one of these
weakly monotonic paths is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Bobbin lace base pattern; periodic tiling of pattern; implementation in cotton thread.

The purpose of this study is to examine weakly monotonic lattice paths on the discrete
Cartesian plane Z× Z constructed from the finite set of step vectors W = {〈1, 0〉, 〈1, 1〉,
〈1,−1〉, 〈0, 1〉, 〈0,−1〉}. If no restriction is placed on the vertical step vectors, an infinite
number of paths are possible which is not very interesting from an enumeration point
of view. By imposing the limitation that paths can not have consecutive vertical edges
(〈0, 1〉 or 〈0,−1〉), the number of paths with a specified starting and ending point is
finite. These paths can be considered as extensions of the Motzkin and Grand Motzkin
paths which are strongly monotonic and constructed from the finite set of step vectors
S = {〈1, 0〉, 〈1, 1〉, 〈1,−1〉}.

2 Recurrence Relation

As shown in Table 1, the lattice paths can be divided into four cases based on two boolean
properties: 1) The path is restricted to one quadrant (i.e., the path can touch the x-axis
but not extend below it). This classification is often referred to as the Path (restricted) and
Grand Path (unrestricted) variants. 2) The leading edge is restricted to the step vectors
{〈1, 0〉, 〈1, 1〉, 〈1,−1〉} (i.e., leading vertical steps {〈0, 1〉, 〈0,−1〉} are not allowed).

Name One Quadrant Restricted Leading Edge Description

WV False False Leading vertical steps allowed
WR False True No leading vertical steps
WQV True False Restricted to one quadrant,

leading vertical steps allowed
WQR True True Restricted to one quadrant,

no leading vertical steps

Table 1: Four cases of weakly monotonic lattice paths
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Define W (n,m) to be the number of paths of type WR which start at point (0, 0) and
terminate a horizontal distance n and height m from the origin. For proposition P let [[P ]]
be 1 if P is true and 0 otherwise. The enumeration of these paths satisfies the following
recurrence relation:

W (0,m) = [[m = 0]] if n = 0, otherwise

W (n,m) = W (n−1,m+2)+2W (n−1,m+1)+3W (n−1,m)

+2W (n−1,m−1)+W (n−1,m−2) (1)

Equation (1) is obtained by examining all ways a path can terminate on a given point
without allowing consecutive vertical steps as illustrated in Figure 2. Our approach has
some similarities with that used by Donaghey and Shapiro for describing the Motzkin
triangle [4].
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Figure 2: All possible ways a path can terminate at a point without consecutive vertical edges using
step set W.

For WV, the initial condition is W (0,m) = [[m ∈ {−1, 0, 1}]]. Equation (1) is common to
both WR and WV.

The two remaining cases follow a similar pattern but, because they are restricted to
one quadrant, require special handling for positions close to the x-axis. The recurrence
relation for WQR is as follows:

W (0,m) = [[m = 0]] if n = 0, otherwise

W (n, 0) = W (n−1, 2)+2W (n−1, 1)+2W (n−1, 0) (2)

W (n, 1) = W (n−1, 3)+2W (n−1, 2)+3W (n−1, 1)+2W (n−1, 0) (3)

W (n,m) = W (n−1,m+2)+2W (n−1,m+1)+3W (n−1,m)

+2W (n−1,m−1)+W (n−1,m−2) (4)

The recurrence relation for WQV has initial condition W (0,m) = [[m ∈ {0, 1}]]. Equations
(2),(3) and (4) apply to both WQR and WQV.
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3 An Explicit Bijection

Strong Relationship OEIS[11]

Motzkin Paths
WQR(n, 0) = M(2n) A026945
WQV (n, 0) = M(2n+1) A099250

Grand Motzkin Paths
WR(n, 0) = GM(2n) A082758
WV (n, 0) = GM(2n+1) Bisection of A002426

Motzkin Triangle
WQR(n,m) = MT (2n,m) Row Bisection of A026300
WQV (n,m) = MT (2n+1,m) Row Bisection of A026300

Triangle of Trinomial
Coefficients

WR(n,m) = TT (2n,m) Row Bisection of A027907
WV (n,m) = TT (2n+1,m) Row Bisection of A027907

Table 2: Correlation between weakly and strongly monotonic paths. Bisection refers to a mapping to
alternating (even or odd) indices or rows of the sequence.

As indicated in Table 2, there is a relationship between the weakly monotonic lattice
paths and a bisection of the Motzkin paths. We shall show that this relationship is in
fact a bijection.

Strong to Weak: To map a strongly monotonic path of length 2n + 1 to a weakly
monotonic path of length n in which there is no restriction on the leading edge, start with
the first edge of the path (step vertex at index 0) and make the following substitutions:
step vector 〈1, 1〉 becomes 〈0, 1〉, step vector 〈1,−1〉 becomes 〈0,−1〉 and step vector 〈1, 0〉
becomes 〈0, 0〉 (which is to say, it is removed). By this substitution, the length of the
path is shortened by 1 step. The substitution is repeated on every other edge of the path
(all step vertices with even indices). The strong to weak mapping, which we will hereafter
represent as φ, is illustrated in Figure 3.

Motzkin

〈1, 1〉〈1, 0〉〈1, 0〉〈1, 1〉〈1,−1〉〈1,−1〉〈0, 1〉

WQV

〈0, 1〉〈1, 0〉〈0, 0〉〈1, 1〉〈0,−1〉〈1,−1〉〈0, 0〉

φ

Figure 3: Conversion of Motzkin path (n = 7) to WQV path (n = 3). Grey edges are modified using
the substitution rules of φ. Black edges are unchanged.

For paths with a restricted leading edge, the input is a Motzkin or Grand Motzkin path of
length 2n. The same substitutions are made but they are applied to the second edge (step
vertex at index 1) and every other edge thereafter (all step vertices with odd indices).

Weak to Strong: A weakly monotonic path of length n and type WV or WQV can
be mapped to a strongly monotonic path of length 2n + 1 by inverting the φ mapping.
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Starting with the first edge of the weakly monotonic path (step vector V at index 0), if V
equals 〈0, 1〉 replace it with 〈1, 1〉, if V equals 〈0,−1〉 replace it with 〈1,−1〉}, otherwise
insert 〈1, 0〉 in front of V . By this substitution, the length of the path is increased by 1.
Skip over the step vector following V and repeat the substitution for alternating edges
of the path. The weak to strong mapping, which we will hereafter represent as ψ, is
illustrated in Figure 4.

WV

〈0, 1〉〈1,−1〉〈0, 0〉〈1,−1〉〈0, 1〉

Grand Motzkin

〈1, 1〉〈1,−1〉〈1, 0〉〈1,−1〉〈1, 1〉

ψ

Figure 4: Conversion of WV path (n = 2) to Grand Motzkin path (n = 5)

For paths with a leading edge restriction (WQR, WR) a similar algorithm is used. The
output is a Motzkin or Grand Motzkin path of length 2n in which substitutions begin at
the second edge.

Motzkin n = 5Motzkin n = 4

WQR n = 2

WQV n = 2

Figure 5: Motzkin paths (n = 4 and n = 5) and corresponding WQR and WQV paths (n = 2).

4 Proof of Bijection

We shall first prove that φ is an injection from a strongly monotonic Grand Motzkin path
to a weakly monotonic WV path. Step vectors in the Grand Motzkin paths belong to
S which is a subset of W. All substituted step vectors in the mapping are taken from
W. Therefore the resulting path contains only step vectors from W. The set S does
not contain vertical step vectors and only alternating edges of the Grand Motzkin path
are modified which means that consecutive vertical step vectors can not be introduced
by φ. Edges are collapsed horizontally by substitutions starting at index 0 allowing for
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the possibility of a leading vertical edge. Only horizontal displacement is affected by the
substitutions resulting in paths that terminate at the the same vertical height above the
x-axis as the original path. The mapping starts with a grand path of length 2n + 1 and
horizontally collapses n+ 1 edges resulting in a path of length n. We have demonstrated
that φ always produces a path of length n belonging to WV and is therefore an injection
from the set of Grand Motzkin paths of length 2n+ 1 to the set of WV paths of length n.

The mapping φ is also a surjection. To prove this, we demonstrate that φ results in a
unique set of paths with a cardinality equal to the number of WV paths of length n. The
Grand Motzkin paths of length 2n + 1 are a unique set of paths. Through φ, each step
vector in the originating path is either copied directly to the destination path or uniquely
mapped to a step vector that is not a member of S (i.e., 〈1, 1〉 maps to 〈0, 1〉, 〈1,−1〉 maps
to 〈0,−1〉 and 〈1, 0〉 maps to 〈0, 0〉). The unique mapping ensures that the destination
path preserves the uniqueness of the originating path.

The equivalence of the cardinality of the two path sets can be proven by induction using
the recurrence relation of WV and the recurrence relation of the Triangle of Trinomial
Coefficients.

The number of Grand Motzkin paths terminating at point (n,m), also known as the
Triangle of Trinomial Coefficients, is described by the following recurrence relation for
T (n,m) [4, 1]:

T (0,m) = [[m = 0]] if n = 0, otherwise (5)

T (n,m) = T (n−1,m−1)+T (n−1,m)+T (n−1,m+1) (6)

We see thatW (0,m) = [[m = 0]] = T (0,m) by the initial conditions described in Equations
(1) and (5). Assuming that W (n,m) = T (2n,m), we now show that W (n + 1,m) =
T (2(n+ 1),m).

Using the recurrence relation described in Equation (6) and expanding T (2(n+ 1),m) for
two iterations yields:

T (2n+2,m) = T (2n,m−2)+2T (2n,m−1)+3T (2n,m)

+2T (2n,m+1)+T (2n,m+2) (7)

Now apply Equation (1) to W (n+ 1,m) and substitute W (n,m) = T (2n,m):

W (n+1,m) = T (2n,m−2)+2T (2n,m−1)+3T (2n,m)

+2T (2n,m+1)+T (2n,m+2)

= T (2n+2,m) by Equation (7) (8)

Having shown that φ is both an injection and a surjection, we can conclude that it is a
bijection between Grand Motzkin and WV paths. Similar arguments can be used to prove
that φ is a bijection between Motzkin/Grand Motzkin paths and WR, WQR and WQV.
We can also show that ψ is the inverse mapping of φ (i.e., φ−1 = ψ) and is a bijection.
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5 Dyck Paths with Vertical Edges

Our approach can be used to explore weakly monotonic counterparts to other strongly
monotonic paths such as Dyck, Schröder and Delannoy paths. Consider lattice paths with
the weakly monotonic lattice vector step set D = {〈1, 1〉, 〈1,−1〉, 〈0, 1〉, 〈0,−1〉} with no
consecutive vertical edges. These paths can be considered as extensions to the Dyck paths.
The four cases and their relations are shown in Table 3.

Name One Quadrant Restricted Leading Edge OEIS[11]

DWV False False Bisection (2n+1) of A026520
DWR False True Bisection (2n) of A026520
DWQV True False Bisection (2n+1) of A214938
DWQR True True Bisection (2n) of A214938

Table 3: Weakly monotonic lattice paths with vector step set D.

As before, we determine the recursion relation by considering all ways the path can
terminate at a point.

V (0,m) = [[m = 0]] if n = 0, otherwise

V (n,m) = V (n−1,m+2)+V (n−1,m+1)+2V (n−1,m)

+V (n−1,m−1)+V (n−1,m−2)

Table 3 indicates that a mapping exists between the extended Dyck paths and a subset
of Motzkin paths in which horizontal edges appear only at alternating indices. The φ and
ψ mappings can be applied here as well to show a bijection between the extended Dyck
paths and Motzkin and Grand Motzkin paths with restricted flat edges. Starting with a
subset of Motzkin paths of length 2n + 1 in which the step vector 〈1, 0〉 occurs only at
even indices, applying φ removes all 〈1, 0〉 steps during the substitution phase and inserts
non-consecutive vertical edges. Inversely, if we start with a DWV path and apply ψ, all
vertical steps are removed and horizontal steps, when added, occur only at even indices
producing a Grand Motzkin path of the desired subset. The remaining cases in Table 3
follow a similar pattern.

Motzkin n = 6 flat steps at odd indices only DWQR n = 3

NE,D,NE,SE, NE,SE,NE,D, NE,SE,U,SE, NE,NE,D,SE, NE,NE,SE,D, NE,U,SE,SE, NE,D,NE,D,NE,D, NE,U,SE,U,SE,D, NE,D,NE,U,SE,D, NE,U,SE,D,NE,D, NE,U,NE,D,SE,D

Figure 6: Motzkin paths with flat steps restricted to odd indices and corresponding DWQR paths.
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Mappings φ and ψ do not apply to Schröder and Delannoy paths which are composed
from the step vectors {〈1, 1〉, 〈1,−1〉, 〈2, 0〉}. For Schröder and Delannoy paths, the →
step vector has twice the horizontal displacement of the↗ and↘ step vectors; a property
that causes substitutions of the type used in φ and ψ to produce paths of varying length.
We have enumerated weakly monotonic variations of these paths using the step vectors
{〈1, 1〉, 〈1,−1〉, 〈2, 0〉, 〈0, 1〉, 〈0,−1〉} but found no corresponding bijective relationship.
Further research in this area may yield interesting results.
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